Integrated Capital Management
Software
Take ownership of your capital plan and know where you stand
esi.execute is capital management software for upstream oil and gas that combines all aspects of your
current capital program into one integrated solution. With budgeting, forecasting, AFE/RTD, resource
scheduling and more, no other tool brings together so many business processes into one centralized,
collaborative solution.

Capital and Production Management
Capture all of your capital spending and other AFEbased spending in one place. Utilize project templates
for standardized cost and production modeling. Forecast
production and track project timing and activity.

Budgeting and Forecasting
Access and make updates to real-time evergreen scenarios
without affecting snapshots preserved in time. Snapshot
your budget and subsequent re-forecasts for stewardship.

Integration and Workflows
esi.execute integrates relevant data from your existing
source systems where you can monitor and adjust plans
as required. esi.execute utilizes a highly configurable rolebased workflow engine, allowing you to build and progress
your inventories to simplify the budgeting process.

Capital Accruals
Use data that already exists in esi.execute to determine
your capital accruals. Use hard numbers to calculate net
accrual amounts and avoid ballpark methods. Centralize
the process or distribute to AFE owners or department
representatives.

Scheduling
Schedule all activities using one click-and-drag Gantt chart.
Manage resources and dependencies and customize bars
to your specifications. Schedules are tied to your capital
plan, ensuring capital and production timing are properly
represented.

SUCCESS STORY: HOW ONE COMPANY BUILT
RELIABLE, CONSISTENT ANNUAL BUDGETS
THE CHALLENGE
Our client was an intermediate upstream oil and gas company with a management team committed to aggressive, cost
effective production growth. Their planners were increasingly dependent on multiple disparate sources for their planning
data. At one point, it seemed like every team member had his or her own spreadsheet. These inconsistencies created
difficulties conducting important planning activities such as reconciling expenditures with the budget, or understanding
the sensitivities of changes to their drilling schedule, and the impact of those changes on their capital exposure and
production profile.

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
“I have no regrets about switching to esi.execute and would bring it with me to other
companies in the future. It is an excellent tool that is constantly improving to provide a
niche solution for the oil and gas industry.”
A NEW WAY FORWARD
Today, they import their capital and production volumes into esi.execute on a monthly basis. From there they are able to
tweak the schedule and forecast, to ensure they always deliver on their numbers.

3esi-Enersight is the world-leading provider of solutions for integrated strategy, planning and
execution in upstream oil and gas.
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